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Introduction
Software is Changing
Because software defines the leading edge of what we can do with technology,
it’s always been a domain of innovation. But until fairly recently, there was a
general sense, even among technologists, that profits were still mostly driven
by the long tail of what’s possible in the material world.
Now, as Marc Andreessen, the founder of NetScape, famously wrote in a 2011
essay in the Wall Street Journal, “software is eating the world.” There’s a new,
and increasingly widespread understanding that software drives everything;
and a concomitant sense that much material apparatus and process – the
mobile phones, the taxis-on-demand, the same-day delivery – is just
packaging for software, which creates most of the value. In that essay,
Andreessen noted that savvy legacy businesses were rapidly trying to climb
the value ladder and redefine themselves as software companies. They had to
do this, he explained, because otherwise they’d be disrupted by fast-moving,
software-based startups like Amazon.
Hype? Sure, some. But also, as the last half-decade (and especially the last
two years) has abundantly proven, pretty much spot-on. Software really is
“eating the world.” And as a result, software itself is changing.
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These changes are happening everywhere, all at once, lured by the promise of
new technologies and the business models and profits they potentially enable.
The ubiquitous web, mobile apps, the Internet of Things (IoT), high-bandwidth
streaming, Big Data, machine learning and other contemporary computing
paradigms make novel and dynamic demands on compute and network
resources quite unlike those made by previous generations of applications.
In response, the underlying substrates where software lives are rapidly
evolving away from manually-configured hardware aggregations towards
software-configurable, automation-driven, and autonomously-responsive
(self-scaling, self-healing) cloud infrastructures – infrastructures with their
own on-demand economics, presenting new opportunities for cost
optimization and arbitrage.
New programming languages, toolchains, application paradigms, software
engineering, automation and monitoring best-practice are emerging to solve
domain-specific problems and exploit opportunities presented by these new
kinds of applications and cloudy substrates.
The bottom line is economic. If software is what produces value, we need to
produce better software, faster. If software is what attracts investment – or,
within organizations, obliges expenditure – then we need to rearrange things
(procedural and technical) to limit avoidable commitments (shifting CapEx to
OpEx) and ensure more predictable, continuous returns. Exhaustively planned,
half-year or full-year-long release cycles need to be replaced by many shorter,
less disruptive sprints that bring valuable features to users quickly and
incorporate user guidance in prioritizing next steps. IT – formerly a cost center
whose practitioners were preoccupied with maintaining physical
infrastructure – needs to become DevOps: a fusion discipline that uses
automation (more software) to accelerate software delivery, and make
software more reliable on public and private cloud infrastructure. And infrastructure monitoring, long focused on flagging failing systems health, needs to
become proactive – pairing with application performance monitoring (APM) to
help DevOps document, explore, and optimize business service availability.
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WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
This eBook assembles in one place and links
together discussions of several key trends
driving change in software development and
operations best-practice. Its goal is to offer business leaders enough connected information to
help them ask questions, with an eye to
determining whether their own organizations
(and competitors) are ahead of, or behind the
curve in adopting new techniques, tools, and
strategies. In the process, we’ll examine more
closely how monitoring – a key component of
modern operations – is adapting to changes in
how software works, where it runs, and how
it’s managed.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Jainschigg
I am a software developer, a DevOps advocate,
and a long-time technology journalist.
I recently joined Opsview from Mirantis,
a provider of OpenStack and Kubernetes
technologies, where I worked in Product and
Partner Alliance marketing. Previously, I was
Executive Director of the Internet and
Community Lab for publisher Ziff Davis
Enterprise, where I developed online products for brand and community
engagement on web, mobile, video, audio, and 3D virtual reality platforms.
Before that, I was Online Editor in Chief of Dr. Dobb’s Journal of Software
Development (United Business Media) and other market-leading b2b and b2c
technology titles.
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Write Better
Software,
Faster, with
Agile Methods
If you work around technology – or even if you just read about it – you’ve
doubtless heard the term “agile” used to refer to a set of methods for accelerating and improving software development (and, by extension, any kind of
team-based project work). Agile methodology isn’t a new-new thing, although
it’s often (and with complete justification) referred to as revolutionary. It’s also
not a very complex, technical, or prescriptive formula for working, despite
certain of its antecedents occasionally sounding a little shrill from time to
time (mostly in response to the frustration of trying to work culture change on
organizations stuck in legacy methods).
In fact, Agile is a pretty old thing, based on time-tested disciplines. In 2001, a
bunch of coders and software development consultants got together in
Snowbird, Utah, for a little ski vacation and conversation. Many of these folks
had already been active for decades in their profession, pioneering methodologies like Scrum, Extreme Programming, and Pragmatic Programming – all
aimed at helping coders and companies work more productively and realistically. Their conversation resulted in the so-called “Agile Manifesto,” which you
should go and read right now. It’s only about a dozen lines long.
The Manifesto describes a way of shifting software developer priorities. The
old way of building software emphasized strict processes, heavy up-front
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planning and budgeting, and widely-spaced, large-scale, complex delivery
commitments – a combination characterized as “waterfall” for its inflexible
linearity and sudden drops into rock-strewn pools. The Manifesto authors
(who, together, had something like 300 person-years of experience as
developers and team leads), understood that these methods were
intrinsically broken, or at least very, very risky: liable to drown budgets,
timetables, and whole projects quickly as they navigated the shifting rapids
of fast-changing business conditions and emergent customer needs.
Instead, the authors proposed a style of programming favoring
communication and collaboration (among developers, managers, customers);
agreement on and transparency about limited goals; rapid, non-judgmental
adaptation to changing requirements and conditions; and delivering working
code instead of requirements documents and planning artifacts.
From these principles, other common aspects of agile
methodologies crystallize naturally. Agile disciplines
favor small, self-organizing, stable teams (research
shows that from five to nine people work best) that
include a facilitator (functioning as a “servant leader”
instead of a project manager). (In Scrum, this position
is called ‘Scrum Master’ – the term ‘scrum’ itself derives
from rugby, and describes a method whereby the
forwards of opposing teams lock together in an
isometric formation, letting them compete to take control of the ball without (ideally) collapsing into chaos.)

Agile disciplines
favor small,
self-organizing,
stable teams

The team works on agreed-upon goals over a series of short, human-scaled,
same-length timespans (two weeks is common), creating a regular cadence.
Different flavors of agile development use their own terms to describe this
way of working: Extreme Programming talks about a “project heartbeat,” while
Scrum terms these short delivery cycles “sprints.”
Agile approaches are value- rather than plan-driven. They assume scope is
variable, whereas people and time are (over a short time-horizon, anyway)
pretty much fixed. This helps avoid practices common to old-school develop-
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ment that have proven consistently unsuccessful, such as adding developers
late in a project, when delivery dates look like they’re slipping (research shows
this practice tends to delay, rather than speed up project completion).
At the same time, though agile treats labor as a fixed, short-term resource, it
doesn’t automatically map people to tasks in a simplistic way. Depending on
circumstances, agile practitioners may choose to go deep, rather than wide,
using practices like “pair programming,” for example, where two coders share
a terminal: one coding while the other observes and “navigates.” Experience
shows that pair programming, performed judiciously, has little deleterious
long-term effect on team productivity and timetable, but benefits projects by
spreading around valuable institutional knowledge of the codebase, while also
reducing software defects and encouraging more creative problem-solving.

Minimum Viable Products
In agile, the goal of each sprint is to deliver working (ideally, production-grade) code – focusing on the most important features first. This doesn’t
always mean “end-user visible features,” though implicit in agile methodology
is the idea that the proper output of most software development is a so-called
MVP or “Minimum Viable Product,” combining tangible, business-relevant
functionality and good end-user experience. The aim of the MVP is to satisfy
early adopters, with subsequent functionality produced only after feedback
from this group has been assessed. The approach forestalls investment in ‘nice
to have’ features that add little value to the product in the eyes of its customer/
stakeholders.
Prioritizing the MVP encourages pragmatism about what’s intangible. If you
need infrastructure to support a feature, don’t re-invent the wheel or over-engineer the solution: try integrating an open source tool, using a framework,
or (failing all else) implementing a proven design pattern in a reusable way,
scaled appropriately to the task. Recovered time can be used to work on unit
tests or deployment automation, which are closely bound to the deliverable.
Always prioritizing the “next most important thing,” avoiding over-engineering,
delivering the MVP along with unit tests and required automation in parallel helps limit the downside risk of software projects, preserving value in the
Evolution of Software and Observability
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event that projects are reorganized (or terminated), and facilitating communication about priorities in a way that tends to limit scope-creep. At the end
of each sprint, code is demonstrated immediately to stakeholders, feedback
collected, and the sprint internally reviewed by team members, with commitments for improvement recorded. This practice tends to expose misunderstood
requirements quickly and keep things on course (working code is the best tool
for discussing how code should work).

Shifting Left
Agile methods and philosophy harmonize naturally with breaking down silos
between developers and operations staff and delivering value quickly through
automation and use of standard tools and frameworks, all basic requirements
of DevOps. Agile has also been influential in changing perspectives on software testing, software customer support and many other disciplines.
The so-called “shift left” movement, that promotes early (as opposed to late)
engagement between coders and testers, is founded on agile principles of communication, transparency, group ownership and accountability, iterative methods, short delivery cycles, and working code. Left-shifted testing saves resources
and money: this article from IBM estimates the cost of fixing a bug during the
late maintenance stage of software development to be 100 times greater than
the cost of fixing that same bug early in the design and requirements-gathering
process, where other studies confirm that up to 56% of bugs originate.
How agile are your developers and projects? Agile
software development methods are fundamental to
ensuring timely delivery of business value, limiting risk
of software project failures, and encouraging good coding, testing, and automation practices. As this 2016
McKinsey & Co. study observed, companies
implementing agile methods at scale increase
productivity up to 80%. No modern organization can
afford not to be working this way (yet even now,
McKinsey says, only around 20% of development
organizations are fully committed to doing so).
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Improve Code
Quality with
more Expressive,
Powerful
Languages
Software is eating the world in part because it leverages and enables powerful
methods for automating tasks without re-inventing the wheel. This itself isn’t
new. Operating systems have always provided a host of features and utilities that let applications communicate, manage files, allocate RAM and other
resources, spawn threads and processes to perform tasks in parallel, and do
other jobs.
These system-level capabilities are made more easily (and usually safely) accessible by programming languages. Popular languages with vast user bases
and long histories (and sizeable corporate promoters), like C/C++ and Java, offer very complete standard libraries and avail users (one way or another) with
wide choice of extensions for specialized computing. Java remains, of course,
by far the most dominant language for enterprise computing.
Community-supported, open source programming languages have taken a
while (on the order of decades) to catch up, and their evolution has sometimes
been bumpy. The creators of Python (in the late 00s) made the difficult decision to shed technical debt: changing their languages in ways that broke much
existing code in order to provide new features consistently. The need to maintain support for existing tooling caused Linux distro makers to standardize for
years on Python 2, slowing adoption of Python 3 significantly. As a side effect,
several generations of open cloud clients (including OpenStack’s, see below)
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and DevOps toolkits (e.g., Ansible) also standardized initially on Python 2,
though support for Python 3 is now mostly in place.
Python is very much “batteries included” (always a part of Python’s mission
statement) – richly endowed with built-in and community-enabled support
for specialized data types (e.g., datetimes), protocols, Unicode, XML and JSON
parsing, file and stream processing, and other oft-needed capabilities. Also
built-in or easily installed from repositories are libraries, drivers, embedded
clients and other infrastructure enabling convenient access to popular databases (e.g., MySQL, Cassandra, etc.); as well as domain-specialized extensions,
modules, and libraries for mathematics, graphics, and other tasks.
The “batteries included” design pattern for programming languages has since
been adopted by Go, introduced in 2009 by Google, open sourced, and in production release (version 1+) since 2012. Go is a compiled language inspired by
C and C++, but simpler, with straightforward native support for light threadbased multiprocessing (GoRoutines), and robust error-handling by returned
value (as opposed to throw/catch type mechanisms). These features make Go
an excellent choice (say the language’s creators, ‘by design’) for building systems software on multiprocessor-equipped machines. Go is now also frequently used to create resilient, high-performance, cloud-oriented applications such
as the container orchestration framework, Kubernetes, and Hashicorp’s template-driven deployment manager, Terraform.
Python is the dominant language used in organizational DevOps automation
(read: sophisticated deployment scripting), though PowerShell is becoming
more popular in Windows environments. Python is also heavily dominant in
data science and machine learning (among other things, it’s the most
popular platform for working with TensorFlow, Google’s open source machine learning and numerical library). Google, however, has
articulated misgivings about using TensorFlow
Python is the
with Python, due to the language’s dynamic typing
dominant language
and relatively slow speed. In late April, they open
used in organizational sourced Swift for TensorFlow on GitHub: a version of
Apple’s compiled Swift language with first-class supDevOps automation
port for TensorFlow, that runs on Ubuntu and MacOS.
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Web Projects
The documentary web (i.e., the web of ‘websites’) has long been dominated
by content management system (CMS)-based architectures built around the
so-called LAMP (Linux-Apache-MySQL-PHP) or LEMP (Linux-NGiNX-MySQL-PHP) stacks, which combine a webserver (Apache or NGiNX), the MySQL
database, and a database-driven, PHP-based CMS such as WordPress, along
with PHP for server-side processing. Once installed and hardened, these tools
enable relatively easy website setup, design and updating using templates
combining PHP, HTML, and tags enabling content insertion. CMSs support a
rich plugin ecology for adding menus, search, dynamically-populated sidebar
boxes, comment chains, and other simple programmatic elements to web pages. The venerable PHP language is easy to understand, flexible, provides rich
capabilities, and is supported by an enormous userbase.
To add further client-side interactivity and create more-dynamic web applications, it’s now standard practice to use frameworks such as Angular.js, Backbone.js, or React.js. Written in javascript, these frameworks strive to eliminate
the error-prone, complex process of creating dynamic web applications by
using javascript to directly manipulate web page contents under the control
of asynchronous communication (e.g., using XML or, more often, JSON datagrams) between page and application server. Instead, these so-called Model-View-Controller frameworks use an indirect approach in which front-end
‘views’ react to change events in the page, and
update themselves by applying to a ‘model’ on
the back end, with asynchronous communications managed by the framework, autonoJava has occupied
mously.
MVC frameworks are generally combined with
Node.js/Express: an application server that executes javascript. They often use the MongoDB
non-relational database, forming the so-called
MEAN (MongoDB-Express-Angular (or other
framework)-Node) stack.

the #1 spot on
the TIOBE index
of programming
languagepopularity
in 19 of the
past 20 years
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Picking a Language for a Project
Choosing a language for a planned software project is rarely (if ever) purely
a matter of comparing and selecting on the basis of language specifications,
features, performance and other characteristics. Instead, the decision tends to
be constrained in one of several ways.
In some cases, technology limits choice – for example, native Android applications are normally written in Java, with only limited support for essential C++.
Corporate IT policy may strongly favor use of a particular language. For example, Java, heavily used in enterprise server-side applications and mobile
computing. Java has occupied the #1 spot on the TIOBE index of programming
language popularity in 19 of the past 20 years.

Where choice is
not constrained by
technology, policy,
incumbency or
other firm
constraints, the
language chosen for
new projects will
usually be the one
with which a
core team is
most familiar

In web environments, LAMP/LEMP or .NET are
de-facto choices for classic websites. Choice of
MVC frameworks is subject to frequent shifts in
fashion (Backbone.js and React.js are becoming
more popular for their relative simplicity; jQuery,
darling of client-side developers before MVC took
the spotlight, is poised to resurge with a more complete solution). Node.js is now increasingly popular
as an application server for independent websites,
though the JBOSS Java application server (Red
Hat) remains a mainstay for large-scale enterprise
websites.
Where choice is not constrained by technology,
policy, incumbency or other firm constraints, the
language chosen for new projects will usually be
the one with which a core team is most familiar.
This is pragmatic: delivering software quickly
means becoming productive quickly, and it can
take a year or more to develop professional-level
mastery of a new programming language.
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Occasional exceptions to this pattern do, however,
occur. Teams with longstanding familiarity with
PHP and Java, for example, sometimes transition
to Node.js/MEAN because they view end-to-end
javascript as radically simpler than the LAMP/
LEMP multi-lingual (HTML/javascript on the front
end, PHP on the back end, SQL for the database,
etc.) model. Other teams seem to find compelling
the fact that pre-packaged Node.js environments
are well-supported by cloud providers in general,
readily available in preconfigured containers, and
supported as a preferred workload type on PaaS
and serverless compute platforms.

Respondents
selected
Haskell as
the programming
language that
they would
recommend
that other
coders learn

Novel programming languages may also encourage teams to switch because they hold out the
promise of radically improving programmer productivity, improving code correctness, or teaching
coders new skills that are in-demand, hence monetizable. This may be the
case with functional languages Haskell, Clojure, Erlang, Elixir, and Scala, all
now growing in popularity. (In functional languages, programs are sets of functions that maintain no interior record of state, but merely work on their inputs
and return results.)
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Scale up
and Speed
Operations with
New Application
Architectures
“Batteries included” programming languages and do everything
frameworks let coders do several important things (partial list):

• Prototype new, customer-facing applications quickly (at least in 			
scaled-down forms sufficient to handle a few users, stimulate
feedback and begin the virtuous cycle of agile sprints).

• Write terse, but powerful, internal-facing, ad-hoc applications,
automating workflow and speeding operations

(see below, under Automation).

• Iterate research applications, where an algorithmic payload and the

data it works on are the stars of the show, and “housekeeping,” though
always necessary, takes a conceptual back seat. Examples include
machine learning (e.g., training a model), data science
(e.g., performing map/reduce operations on large datasets), etc.

• Quickly create and deploy terse, but extremely powerful stateless routines for

deployment on frameworks that handle the details of dispatch and scale-out.
Examples include ‘functions’ for deployment on so-called ‘serverless compute’
platforms – used with growing frequency to perform batch processing tasks
in response to data inbound from mobile and IoT devices; to provide
minimalistic web services on demand, or serve other use-cases.
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Of course, coders also use powerful, rich, languages to create real applications
for production. The simplest way of doing this is to build a so-called monolith:
a single, do-everything program running on an application server and talking
to clients (also called a “two-tier” architecture). In the expanded “three-tier”
architecture still used by many enterprise applications, the application server
fronts for a database.
The problem with monoliths (and groupings
thereof) is that they’re not efficiently scalable.
In recent decades, three-tier apps have been
extended by webifying the front end and replacing bespoke clients with browsers. But in
many cases, the main gain has been to prettify the user interface. A single box (containing
the webserver, application, and the server side
of any presentation framework logic) is still
doing everything except storing the data, and
the data is being stored on another single box.

The problem
with monoliths
(and groupings
thereof) is that
they’re not
efficiently scalable

The only dead-simple way to scale this is up: make the servers faster, give the
database more storage space. If you need to scale further, you can cluster the
database, which isn’t simple, but at least it’s the database provider’s problem
and (bonus!) nets you greater resiliency (clustering a database lets the software
write data across a number of physical volumes in a way that prevents any
data-loss if a single volume goes down).
If your application server is burdened, however, you need to think about how
your application works. Best-case is if it’s truly stateless: i.e., each time someone connects to your app, they make a request, the app does a thing (e.g.,
serves a web page), and that’s it, rinse, repeat. If so, you can duplicate your app
server and stick a load balancer in front of it to make sure requests bounce to
an instance of the app server that’s working and available. Many public websites scale this way.
But if you need to maintain any kind of state – even just maintain a session for
a logged-in user while they make several requests in a row – you start poten-
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tially encountering problems. Web languages/frameworks will maintain state
for you between application invocations (which is part of their charm), but if an
app server fails, users will be bounced to a new server that doesn’t automatically know they’re in a session, much less what step they’re at in your process.
So now you need to solve this problem: either by configuring your load balancer to help you maintain session continuity (and perhaps adjusting your app to
favor the load balancer’s way of signaling session, rather than its own built-in
method(s)) or by deploying yet another dependency on each of your app servers.
Something like memcached would do the trick here, as it lets you distribute state
“stickiness” across a server pool. (And bonus! It also unburdens your application
stack by caching requests and serving redundant ones from memory.)
That doesn’t, however, completely solve your potential scaling problems. Now,
for example, you might notice that certain specific user behaviors contribute
far more than others in bogging down your app servers. “If only I could scale
just that small part of my application,” you think, “instead of building out more
and more copies of the whole thing.” A quick review of your Amazon AWS bill
confirms your suspicions: “Wow. That could save me a ton of money.”

Ask around the
office, and your
DevOps folks concur.
“That computation is
the fastest-moving
part of our app,”
they say

Ask around the office, and your DevOps folks
concur. “That computation is the fastest-moving
part of our app,” they say. “It’s our core intellectual
property, critical to our business model, and gets
lots of changes with each release. We’d love to
break it out and version it separately. It would let
us move faster on the dev side, and it would keep
us from having to rebuild, retest, and redeploy the
entire stack each time we make a change to this
one thing.”

So they do, and all sorts of win emerge: better
scaling, better resource utilization, better user
experience, better reliability, fewer failed deploys
(because most deploys are of new revs of single components), easier rollbacks
from problematic deploys (because ditto, so just roll back to the old version of
the component), money saved.
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In a nutshell, the
picture we’ve drawn
explains most of
what’s happening
in software
architecture, today

In a nutshell, the picture we’ve drawn above
explains most of what’s happening in software
architecture, today. Home-grown, naive software
monoliths are being replaced: initially by multi-tier solutions that – to achieve greater resilience, scalability, and for many other reasons –
heavily leverage a wide range of open source and
commercial components; and then, more gradually (and often by leveraging even greater numbers of third-party components) being refactored
into collections of small, single-purpose, isolate
and stateless parts that scale independently.

We’ll revisit this “more and more moving parts” theme again and again, from
different angles, as we discuss dependencies, automation, containers and microservices, and the discipline of continuous integration.

Portability, Self-Healing, Elasticity
Stateless applications, microservice architectures, and containerization together deliver huge (potential) benefits mostly because of how they interoperate with container execution and orchestration environments like Docker
Swarm, Kubernetes, and Mesos DC/OS.
They’re portable, which enables many ‘hybrid cloud’ efficiencies. Individual
containers and multi-container deployments are instantly portable between
(for example) version-identical premise and hosted container orchestration
environments. This solves the basic problem of workload mobility that has
long stood in the path of beneficial cloud applications, such as the ability to
quickly acquire public cloud capacity, deploy and vector traffic to (elastically-scalable) versions of your key applications during periods of high traffic.
They’re self-healing, which changes everything about how you manage critical applications. Bugs always exist. Components sometimes crash. Nodes go
down. But when you’re running containerized, stateless-microservice applications on modern orchestrators, this can be something other than an emerEvolution of Software and Observability
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gency. Orchestrators provide built-in high
availability services that self-heal comprehensively: i.e., if an orchestrator node fails or an
app component crashes, the orchestrator can
be configured to restart affected components
or deployments in remaining capacity. If these
components are stateless, application availability is restored very quickly (carefully-designed
and deployed apps may not even lose active
connections if they’re able to recognize a
redirected user and recover state from
persistent storage).

They’re self-healing,
which changes
everything about
how you manage
critical applications

By that same token, the orchestrator can, under most circumstances, readily
heal itself from worker and even from master node failures – even automatically, if the orchestrator gets some support from underlying IaaS and automation. Indeed, in an infrastructure-as-code environment where orchestrator
deployment is fully automated, you can treat orchestrator capacity (save for
persistent storage) as disposable, because it takes less than ten minutes to
auto-deploy a typical orchestrator from first principles, on pre-prepared VMs or
bare metal machines.
They’re elastic. Adding worker capacity to an orchestrator is very easy, fast,
and readily automated. At that point, workloads and deployments can be manually scaled or simple triggers developed to automate elastic scale-out/back
into available capacity.

Kids: Don’t (Necessarily) Try This at Home
Building (and then operating and maintaining) microservice-type distributed
applications from scratch is hard. Breaking up working monoliths into microservices is also hard, and may, in some cases, be entirely impractical. Further,
there are efficiency advantages to some monolithic designs (example: local
function call overhead vs. network message-passing overhead) that shouldn’t
be abandoned lightly. In this blog, Martin Fowler, a famed software engineer,
argues in favor of monoliths. In this one, Jake Lumetta, CEO of ButterCMS, tries
poking a few holes in the “always start with a monolith” conventional wisdom.
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FIGURE 1

Applications
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Containerized Microservices
SCALE OUT SERVICES AS NEEDED

VM1

VM1

VM1

VM1

VM1

CONTAINER ORCHESTRATION FRAMEWORK

Scaling monolithic apps can be inefficient.
Distributed apps, built from microservices, can scale in more
granular ways, though building them can be challenging.
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Save Your
Projects from
Dependency
Hell with
Automation and
Infrastructure
-as-Code
In 2016, Google released an interesting and much-discussed book written by
members of its internal DevOps team; people who practice a Google-flavored
form of DevOps they call Site Reliability Engineering.
SRE, described in this book and in a series of videos released beginning in
early March of 2018, shares with DevOps the desire to avoid “toil”: the mass
of critical, error-prone, complex, dependency-ridden, but also boring and exhaustingly repetitive labor involved in provisioning, monitoring, and managing
platforms for software development and large-scale production application
support. Toil takes SRE/DevOps engineers away from the more-creative, collaborative, and strategic work of making diverse (and in Google’s case, planet-scale) applications run better and more cost-effectively.
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Dependency Hell
Unless you work directly with computers, it may be hard to imagine what toil
comprises, or grasp how much toil plagues the life of IT administrators. Setting
up a Linux webserver and applying best-practice rules to harden it for production use (in other words, creating a box able to host a basic, small-scale, templated business website safely) can involve a hundred or more discrete steps
performed through multiple interfaces, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Configuring real or virtual hardware
Installing an operating system
Creating system users and groups
Doing updates to bring the OS distribution up to current standards
Installing dependencies and core applications
Creating application users

Then making things run correctly by making relatively intricate changes to
configuration text files using crude terminal-based editors (are you an emacs,
vi, or nano person?) before finally restarting services (causing them to load the
changed configurations) and testing.
No part of this work is entirely mechanical. Virtually
every step involves situational dependencies: on specifics of the hardware (or on cloud APIs used to address
the virtualized hardware), on version and update specifics of the OS, on utilities controlling installation of
third-party software, plus app-vs.-OS and app-vs.app
interdependence issues.

No part of this
work is entirely
mechanical

These parts are all potentially in motion beyond anyone’s control, so DevOps
need to ensure (among many other variables) that versions installed are compatible with the current build, that later updates don’t break things, and that
critical security patches are applied non-disruptively. Business dependencies,
e.g., OS and application licensing requirements and system-level administration, can add further complexity.
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Important configuration steps are often idiomatic to the specific installation
you’re creating. For example, apps and components will need to know keys
and credentials for talking to databases. Some facts (e.g., hostname) may be
unique to a single server build.

Automation
Automation – more than simple scripting – is the first-order solution to
the problem of burgeoning dependencies. Configuration and deployment
orchestration systems like Ansible, Puppet, Chef, Salt, Terraform and many
others let you describe complex deployments precisely in structured documents
(commonly .yaml files), creating a codebase that can be versioned and managed
like application code.
Unlike bash scripts, which are procedural (making them both prescriptive and
fragile), most deployment orchestrators prefer to apply robust template-driven
goal-state-seeking (i.e., “here’s a static description of the fully-configured server
represented as a hierarchy – go figure out the order in which you need to install
things”), letting you use procedural approaches only as required to work around
specific problems.
Program files (Ansible calls them “playbooks”; other products use their own terminology) are human-readable and can be repurposed and reused conveniently
by swapping out header files containing deployment specifics, or providing these
interactively on the command line. The most sophisticated products (e.g., Terraform) work as part of a policy-managed automation ecosystem that includes
task-dedicated servers for securely storing secrets and making them available to
authorized deployments under encryption.
Popular deployment managers offer ‘provider’ interfaces letting them communicate directly with the management APIs of public and private cloud platforms.
This lets the system provision virtual resources as well as physical ones, creating
and scaling dynamic stacks of functionality on demand, e.g., Kubernetes, installed
on a set of Amazon VMs and scaled up by creating new VM nodes, attaching them
to the cluster’s virtual network, provisioning them to host Kubernetes workers,
then issuing the required ‘join’ command to give over their resource capacity to
the container orchestrator.
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Use of this kind of comprehensive automation vastly speeds up day-to-day operations, and dovetails naturally with the requirements of continuous integration and
delivery (CI/CD, see below). In a fully-realized infrastructure-as-code scenario, you
can use the exact same provisioning logic to create all the platforms you require:
from small-scale developer environments, running on a single VM, to large-scale
production clusters on bare metal. In the ultimate evolution of such systems, triggering a deployment causes part or all of the underlying infrastructure to be built
cleanly, before the application is deployed on top of it. This guarantees that software-defined infrastructure is in a known state (important for testing), and that
its entire configuration is as represented in the codebase. Rapid, automated infrastructure deployment also makes practical use of advanced deployment techniques like Blue/Green (deployments without downtime) and Canary (controlled,
gradual release of new code to some customers, while other customers are still
using old/stable code).

FIGURE 2

This YAML stanza, composed for Ansible, automates deployment of a Percona MySQL database.

Enter Containers and Microservices
Automation, however, doesn’t completely solve all dependency problems. For example, even a fully-automated deployment can fail because a component maker
changes the name of a package, or deprecates a version and takes it out of circulation. A more deterministic answer, used heavily at Google, is to freeze components
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and their dependencies inside curated containers, letting you ignore local dependencies completely, while also speeding up deployments from ‘order of minutes to
tens of minutes’ to ‘mere seconds.’
Using Docker tools in combination with standard Linux
image-creation utilities, you can build a carefully-curated parent
image for your containers, then insert your application, its
required directories and any dependencies, define which ports
your application needs exposed, and other details. The result is a
runnable, single process application container that you can run
individually, or reference, along with other containers, in a
Dockerfile, letting you deploy multiple containers at one time
(elaborations of the same concept can be used to create abstract
application ‘deployments’ in Kubernetes). The container is
immutable: unless you change it and create a new image, it’s
immune to alteration, so can’t be broken by updates. For the same
reason, it has a very limited attack surface. It communicates
with other components via network connections. And it scales
horizontally by simple duplication.

The container
is immutable:
unless you
change it and
create a new
image, it’s
immune to
alteration, so
can’t be broken
by updates

This is the basis of what’s come to be known as the microservices design pattern.
The idea is that applications fully distributed, as individual, containerized components, running on container orchestration (i.e., on Docker Swarm, Mesos DC/OS, or
Kubernetes) can be scaled out and back horizontally in response to changing need
for the service they provide.
How component services find each other and negotiate interoperation is, of
course, a separate question. The creator of a deployment can use labels, environment variables or other methods to help associated containerized components
work together, but this won’t solve problems that arise when critical information
is only made available at runtime. For this, developers need to use tools like etcd,
the resilient key/value store, to provide information to newly-created containers
in a known location, to help containerized apps learn about services in their environment, and to enable components to advertise their presence to one another. If you’re interested in exploring further, this recent article, by Bilgin Ibriyam,
Principal Architect at Red Hat, clearly enumerates the main design requisites for
cloud-native applications.
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Get Features to
Customers Faster
with Continuous
Integration
and Delivery
Continuous Integration and Delivery (CI/CD) is what happens
when a DevOps team adopts all the best practice recommended so far:

•
•
•

Treating infrastructure and code together
Shifting left and testing early
Automating deployment and testing on self-similar QA, staging,
and production environments with the goal of radically speeding
up delivery of working code to customers

While implementation details can be complex, the basic idea isn’t. CI/CD is essentially a two-step process. At the head end, you have developers, writing code
and checking it into a version-control system (like Git). With each unit of code
they produce or change, developers should provide or update automated unit
tests. They should also create or update integration tests that determine whether individual components work together; plus automation to build components,
deploy them along with testing tools, monitoring agents and other utilities, execute tests, and report results. When commits are approved, affected components
are built, deployed, and tested automatically. Tests should, of course, evaluate
observability along with other characteristics: does the component produce
logs correctly, connect with and report to monitoring infrastructure and/or APM
services? Are its performance (at this point, in relative isolation), resource, consumption and other variables in line with expectations?
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Many tools can be used to coordinate and manage the process. Examples include Jenkins or Spinnaker, servers that coordinate automation and trigger
routines for building, deploying, and testing; and Gerrit, a code-review coordination system for Git that keeps track of approvals, test results, and other facts
advancing the progress of code along the assembly line.
What we’ve described so far is continuous integration: the shift-left part of the
process, which seeks to identify issues as early as possible and pushes them
back to developers for resolution. Since, as you’ll recall, 56% of bugs originate
early in development, it makes sense to expend effort here to eliminate them.
This step is best performed every time a change is committed, since the fewer
changes are involved, the easier it is to determine root causes.
Between continuous integration and the delivery step that follows, a packaging step may be interposed, where binary artifacts (such as built binaries of a
particular version of a database required by your product) are stored in a specialized repository (e.g., JFrog Artifactory) and VM or container images are
built and pushed to appropriate repos. (In the case of containers, Artifactory
can do this too, or you could use Docker Registry.) Packaging binaries, images,
and/or containers at this point simplifies and speeds up subsequent QA/Test
and production deployment, eliminating steps that would otherwise need to be
performed by automation on target systems.
Thereafter, the continuous delivery part of the process can begin. Again under
control of the automation server, automation deploys and configures your
app from built objects taken from the package, container, and/or image
stores. Deployment is typically performed first at small scale, onto a QA
platform. Integration and functional testing are perSome organizations
formed and the process is halted if issues are found.
like Netflix) perform Again, the point is to discover and fix bugs early. If all
this entire process
tests pass, the application is deployed to staging and
every time a change retested – sometimes adding performance and load
testing to the mix. Finally, the application is deployed
is made to code.
to production. Some organizations (like Netflix) perThat’s called
form this entire process every time a change is made
continuous
to code. That’s called continuous deployment.

deployment
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If desired, the process can be enhanced by packaging objects earlier: for
example, containerizing a changed component with all its dependencies, and
deploying it on a unit and integration-testing platform based around a container orchestrator – one that’s identical in all but scale to the QA, staging, and
production environments, because it’s produced from the same infrastructure
codebase. Container build and push processes are typically very quick, so this
adds little time overall. In this model, components are made immutable after
commits are approved, but before any testing is done, then simply ported from
(functionally identical) platform to platform,
integrated and scaled as the current deployment stage requires. It’s important, however,
to note that coders are only permitted to add
It’s important, however,
code, not binary assets or container images, to
to note that coders are
the process, so that builds and packaging can
only permitted to add
be supervised. Otherwise, there’s a risk of incode, not binary assets
troducing opaque dependencies and security
or container images,
flaws (a 2017 study found that officially-validated images on Docker Hub contained a mean to the process, so that
of 76 vulnerabilities each).
builds and packaging

can be supervised

Final deployment out of a CI/CD process can be
customized to serve specific needs. Client-side
components of a mobile app, for example, may
be automatically submitted to online stores.
Tested binaries of a commercial app can be pushed to trusted delivery
repositories. Cloud-based applications can be deployed using Blue/Green
methodology, creating a new production cluster, deploying the app, rerouting
traffic, then decommissioning the prior cluster and reclaiming its resources.
Another option is Canary Testing, where a new build is deployed to a production platform, then traffic from select customers forwarded to it, while leaving
the prior deployment online to serve the majority of users. Customer feedback,
along with other forms of monitoring and in-service testing, are used to
determine if the build is worthy of full release, or needs to be rolled back.
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FIGURE 3
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Keep Apps
Available and
Fix them Faster
with Infrastructure
Monitoring and APM
With rapid evolution happening across the software and operations spectrum,
most larger organizations today find themselves managing technologicallydiverse IT estates. These may (and often do) comprise (incomplete list):

•

Multiple on-premises data centers, running a mix of:
> Bare-metal servers running key enterprise messaging, authentication,
		 document management, central virtualized desktop, backup/archive
		 and other apps and services, many in three-tier clusters for resiliency,
		 some spread across multiple availability zones or mirrored across
		 several locations.
> Infrastructure-as-a-Service frameworks (e.g., VMware, perhaps
		 OpenStack in some cases, many topologies now possible, including
		 hosted control plane/on-premises compute/storage nodes),
		 hosting a mix of:
			 > Long-running VMs hosting further enterprise and intranet apps
					 and services in three- and two-tier arrangements
			 > Ephemeral (perhaps self-serviced) developer platforms,
					 delivered singly or multiply
			 > (Possibly) Developer or experimental container orchestration
					 frameworks on VM substrates
> Core network, power management, security and other infrastructure
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• Public cloud-based data centers, running:

		 >
		 >
		 >
			
		 >
			
			
		 >

Dev/Test and (possibly) production VM application clusters
Elastic extensions of core enterprise applications
(possibly) Dev/Test and Production container workloads on
hosted orchestration
Cloud object storage, cloud SQL or other database, PaaS,
functions-as-a-service (e.g., Lambda) and other advanced
application hosting and support services
Offsite backup and other business continuity services

• Remote, co-located equipment aggregations, managed equipment,

and other things you need to think about monitoring because they’re
not full-service SaaS, etc.

• Remote site equipment (e.g., IP PBX analog port extenders,

voicemail systems, etc.), facilities, security and other dispersed systems
Subsystems running within and across these complex physical and virtual
domains may represent many different generations of IT software evolution, a
range of deployment architectures and operational models, a mix of Linux and
Windows platforms, and a plethora of components,
some proprietary, some open source, some well-supported, and others hardly supported at all. Some of
these components and their architected interoperations are intimately understood by your current IT and Different parts
of this complex
DevOps teams, others less so. Some of the older stuff
may not even be comprehensively documented.
environment are
Different parts of this complex environment are
evolving at different speeds, and for very different
reasons. Some are powerfully strategic, exciting, new
and challenging, so are receiving current investment
and high levels of IT/DevOps attention. Others are
arguably mission-critical, but maintained in a “keepthe-lights-on-but-don’t-waste-cycles-babysitting-this”
mode. Still others are less than mission-critical, but
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represent time spent developing and maintaining what may be productive and
important solutions at the departmental level. They’re mostly cared about by the
people who use them.

Multiple Viewpoints on Value
The gradual redefining of IT into DevOps, and the shift to cloud have encouraged
much recent discussion about what needs to be monitored, and how monitoring should work. In the new view, attention paid to underlying infrastructure is
disparaged (some pundits even suggest deprecating it) in favor of monitoring
applications in order to optimize their performance and cost-efficiency. This is
the province of Application Performance Monitoring (APM).

Inarguably,
applications
are what
produce value

This viewpoint makes perfect sense the closer you get to
a fully-evolved, container-oriented, cloud-only world such
as described by Google in their (excellent, and free to read)
book on Site Reliability Engineering. Inarguably, applications are what produce value. In a public-cloud-modeled
world where resources are closely metered (and perhaps
billed for based on usage), applications generate costs
directly. And if the underlying cloud substrate is fully abstracted and converged, or you purchase cloud from a provider willing to maintain the fiction that all units of a given
resource type have equivalent value, cost accounting and
optimization can even be conceptually simple: more about
real efficiency than clever arbitrage.

In such advanced environments, mere availability of apps is no longer the focus
of monitoring. Availability is mostly ensured by the infrastructure, which does its
auto-restarting, self-healing, thing automatically. While Google’s Site Reliability
Engineers (SREs) do sometimes need to deal with apps going completely dark, this
is (by design and serious investment) quite rare for them, and tends to be caused
by outside forces (like widespread internet outages) beyond even their control.
Costs, meanwhile, are also (to some degree, anyway) now at least partly incurred based on decisions the infrastructure makes autonomously, scaling up or
back based on resource or performance metrics. The possibility that significant
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charges might be incurred as the result of an unanticipated traffic spike (or a bug
in a scaling algorithm, or a bad metric) obliges serious concern about cost/performance optimization. Impacts of inefficiency and error are no doubt magnified
by the increased speed of release cycles and the difficulty (not going away soon)
of testing cloud-scale apps at actual cloud scales prior to production release.
DevOps thought leader Cindy Sridharan has recently written about this issue.
Highly dynamic containerized workloads, meanwhile,
can be hard to monitor by traditional methods. Depending on application and platform dynamics, traffic
conditions and other variables, a given container may
exist only for seconds, meaning that it can’t be remotely polled at rates used for long-running infrastructure and components. For this reason, modern APM
systems heavily favor embedding monitoring agents
directly into components or building them into containers. When containers start, the agent can then negotiate with the monitoring platform to report the new
entity’s status and begin transmitting desired metrics,
commonly expressed as time-series data.

Highly dynamic
containerized
workloads,
meanwhile, can be
hard to monitor by
traditional methods

It can also be difficult to determine what contribution a containerized component
is actually making to anything you really care about (e.g., to application performance). Even an application’s developers may be hard-pressed to identify metrics that are truly meaningful. As a result, DevOps sometimes tend to monitor too
many things, creating increased monitoring traffic, ballooning databases, and (on
pay-by-service-check SaaS monitoring platforms) increasing costs. The Google
SRE book contains a very interesting exposition of how dynamic distributed systems can be minimalistically but usefully monitored, involving use of four metrics
they term “the four golden signals” (latency, traffic, errors, and saturation).
Almost certainly – now or soon – some of the operations of most larger organizations will take on this new emphasis, and will adopt APM as an important part
of a proactive monitoring strategy. It’s a mistake, however, to think that APM alone
is a fully-adequate solution, or that what it brings to the table is entirely new.
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Distilled Operational Intelligence
In most organizations, as distinct from Google, diversity and complexity are the
rule: lots of different components working in lots of different stacks in lots of
different places. Realistically, only relatively few of these monitoring targets – as
critical as each may be in practice – will be deeply understood by DevOps practitioners or considered worthy of serious investment to understand them better in
the numerous contexts in which they may be applied.
For this reason, it’s vital that organizations be enabled to monitor this huge
variety of things easily, and to do so in ways that express evolved best-practice
– both about how to monitor, and about what metrics are helpful. At Opsview, we
call this “distilled operational intelligence,” and we provide by shipping our product with several hundred built-in monitoring packs (called “OpsPacks”) onboard,
and by curating a collection of several hundred additional, purpose-engineered,
open sourced OpsPacks on Github.
Using built-ins and drawing on our OpsPack library, new users can quickly (but
also adequately) monitor compute, storage, and network hardware, Windows
and Linux operating systems, popular open source and proprietary databases,
public cloud platforms like Amazon and Azure, on-premises cloud frameworks
like VMware and OpenStack, web and application servers, container engines like
Docker, orchestrators like Kubernetes, plus dozens of specialized applications
and components that make up part of modern stacks. Each unit of monitoring
intelligence represents the accumulated knowledge and experience of our own
engineers, our customers, and a broad community of allied users. Beyond this,
Opsview Monitor is compatible with the open source Nagios platform, placing
several thousand more community-supported plugins at users’ disposal.

Collaborating with APM
Mature IT infrastructure and application monitoring will notify effectively about
system health, impending issues, and outages – using messaging to summon aid,
presenting summary information in easy-to-interpret, color-coded dashboards,
and permitting rapid, point-and-click drill-down for graphics and interactive root
cause analysis. Some products, including Opsview Monitor, can also be quickly
customized to aggregate and display information about collections of infrastructure and stacks
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of components supporting specific business services and
applications. Called Business Service Monitoring, or BSM,
this provides the complement to APM’s internal view of
distributed service availability.
IT infrastructure monitoring can serve an important
function effectively monitoring databases and storage
systems accessed by stateless apps to store transactions or
persist state. Monitoring connected databases (themselves
still rarely containerized) can be a simple way of obtaining
useful information about container apps that are otherwise
difficult to monitor directly.

Infrastructure
monitoring closes
the loop with
APM, enabling
informed
interpretation
of applicationlevel metrics

By interrogating the APIs of public cloud providers
(e.g., Amazon CloudWatch), an IT infrastructure monitoring
solution can summarize reported metrics from (portions of) your cloud estate,
optionally combining these with metrics from on-premises systems to provide a
coherent picture of how fully-hybrid or cloud-resident applications are performing.
With equal ease, it can monitor cloud-based virtual machines and applications
directly, providing a back-check on cloud-provider-reported performance and
utilization data.
Container engines and orchestrators can be monitored both at the API level and in
terms of underlying hardware state (be this physical or virtual). Metrics returned
from container orchestrators include most of the “four golden signals” Google
considers important, including time-series measurements of requests, latency, and
indications of saturation. Normally, these metrics pertain to the entire orchestrator
cluster, but can be customized to reflect only a given container namespace. It’s possible to tune these derived metrics, therefore (and without modifying containerized
code) to reflect only the performance and health of a given target application.
By providing easily configured, flexible monitoring that captures significant information and makes it readily available for review, IT infrastructure monitoring
closes the loop with APM, enabling informed interpretation of application-level
metrics that would otherwise be produced in a vacuum.
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The Future
Opsview is actively researching ways of more effectively monitoring new
application architectures, working alongside our customers and community
to ensure complementarity of IT monitoring with APM, in-service testing and
other tools, and to add intelligence up and down the monitoring stack.
Please join our Slack community and get involved. Thanks for reading.
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